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Tasheelul Fiqh

Instructions :

1. Begin with Bismillah.
2. Read the questions carefully before answering - Think before you ink.
3. Please write your name and the name of your Madrasah NEATLY.

Time: 1½ hour

Name of Madrasah:

Name:

Question One:
Fill in the blanks using the words given in the blocks.

1.

[15]

SQUEEZED

TASHAHHUD

KUFR

UPPER DIAL

NAFL/SUNNAH

LESS THAN

THREE TIMES

TAAHIR

COMPLETELY REMOVED

SALAAH

RUKU/SAJDAH

ALLAAHU AKBAR

SUBHAANALLAH

QA’DAH AKHEERA

AWRAH

If a solid najaasah soils any part of the body, that portion must be washed with water until the
najaasah is

2.

.

If a garment is soiled by a liquid najaasah, that portion must be washed

and
after each wash.

3.

Maaul Qaleel means water contained in an area

4.

A large quantity of water remains

20.9 square meters.
even if najaasah falls into it as

long as one of its three qualities did not change.
5.

Nabi  said, “...He who does not perform salaah has committed an act of

6.

We are prohibited from performing salaah, from the time the

.”
of the

sun becomes visible above the horizon until the sun has fully risen.
7.

One’s salaah will be invalid if quarter of the

becomes

exposed for the time it takes to recite three times
8.

immediately after making niyyah.

In salaah, it is fardh to say

9.

.

is the final sitting posture in salaah for the duration of
.

10.

Qiyaam is not fardh in _______________________________________________ salaah.

11.

Nabi  said, “The worst thief is one who steals in his
…“When he does not perform his

1.

.”
properly.”

Question Two
State whether TRUE or FALSE. If FALSE, give the correct answer
[10]
One’s salaah will break if both feet, or even one foot is lifted off the ground (in sajdah) for the duration
of reciting ‘subhaanallah’ three times.

2.

One’s salaah will not break by reading whilst looking into the Qur’aan.

3.

To turn the chest away from the qiblah breaks the salaah.

4.

One’s salaah will not break if the sun rises while performing the Fajr Salaah.

5.

When a person laughs aloud in salaah, only his wudhu breaks, not his salaah.
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Question Three
Answer the following questions
When does the time of witr salaah enter and when does it expire?

[20]
(2)

2.

Explain how the third rakaat of witr salaah is performed.
(4)

3.

Which surahs are sunnah to recite in the three rakaats of the witr salaah?
(3)

4.

Salaah performed with jamaah is how many times more superior than salaah performed
individually?

(1)

5.

Which rows should the adult males occupy?

(1)

6.

Which rows should the children occupy?

(1)

7.

Mention two etiquettes of the day of Jumuah?
(2)

8.

What is the Islamic date for Eidul Fitr?

(1)

9.

What is the Islamic date for Eidul Adha?

(1)

10. With which leg must one enter the masjid?

(1)

11. When should one make qadha of the sunnats of Fajar?
(1)
12. When is a person allowed to perform salaah sitting?
(2)

1.
2.
3.

Question Four
Explain any ONE of the following:
How will a musaafir perform the five fardh salaah?
How will a person perform sajdah-e-tilaawah outside of salaah?
How to perform janaazah salaah?

[5]

